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A monochro~atic .misorientation goniometer was built and used to examine the char
acter of X~ray dlffra?tLOn spots fr~)I~ 70. percent copper, 30 percent zinc alpha (cartridge) 
brass speclmeJ?s subj ected. to umdlrectLOnal and r eversed plastic deformation . A two
exposure, movmg and statlOn!l;ry film t~chnique was employed. Numerical measurements 
of the av~rage su~granular mlso~' l entatLOn , amounting to several hundredths of a degree, 
were obtamed at dIfferent ~tag~s II1 <? ne complete cycle of 1 percent plastic strain amplitude. 
About 60 pe.rcent o~ th~ mls<?n entatLOn was rec?vered wh en the plastic strain was reversed, 
leavmg a resIdual ml onentatLOll a t zero net stram that increasecllinearly with the cumula tive 
straIn . 

1. Introduction 

. ~ince ~n X-raJ~ diffraction technique can provide 
miormatIOn relatmg to the stru cture of metals on 
the atomic lattice scale, there is a continuing search 
for applicatio~s. of this ki~d of tool in the study of 
structure-sensItIve propertlCs. The usefulness of the 
teclmiques has often been lost because of the diffi
culty of separaLing the numerous factors that can 
affect the diffraction of X-rays from crystals. The 
purpose of the investigation described in this paper 
was to devise a relatively simple method for meas
uring a single one of these factors- misorientation
an? 0 b se!'ve how it v:aried during reversed plastic 
d~forr:na tlOl~ of .a ducLII~ polycryst~lline metal. By 
nllsonentatIOn 1Il a gram, 0 1' dlsonentation as it is 
sometimes called, is mean t the angle t hrough which 
the atomic lattice planes are elastically or plastically 
bent or fragmented. 
. The distortion in Laue patterns of X-ray diffrac

tIOn spo ts, commonly called" as terism ," from sinO'le 
crystals subj ected to shear strain has long been ~h
~er~Ted . [1]1. Suc?- spot blurring is a qualitative 
mdlcatIOn of lattice distortion. In 1925, J. Czo
cl,u'alsln[2] reporte~ that the asterismill aLaue pattern 
of a tWIsted alUllllnum crystal was decreased when 
the specimen was Lwisted backwards. Similar 
qualitative experiments were made in the present 
sLuciy. BoLh transmission and back-reflection Laue 
patterlls .were ma~e from a . ingle grain in a very 
lal'&e-gramed alummum specI.men that was subj ect 
to. io.rwal'd and reversed bendmg. The set of trans
miSSlOn Laue patterns may be seen in fi O'ure l. 
The greatest recovery of sharpness of the spots came 
not a t the recovered zero bending position but at 
the negative bending position past zero; this in-

I FigW'cs in brackets indicate the literatlll'e references at the end of this paper. 
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teresting behavior remains to be explained. In 
recent years a more sophisticated Laue pattern 
technique, the fo cused spot method has been em
ployed by C. A. Julien and B . D. Cullity [3] to how 
th~ partIal recovery of Laue spots after reversed 
tWiSt or bending in aluminum crystals. 

For studies of polycry talline metals much work 
has been done with the phenomenon of 'the broaden
i~g o~ characteristic X-radiation diffraction rings or 
~mes m D ebye-Schel'l'er pattern s [4]. If the material 
lS not so fine-grained as to give continuous lines in 
the patte~'n , a large nW~1?er of discrete spots may be 
o.bservedm the hne pOSItIOn. Each spo t is a cliffrac
~IO I~ ~rom a known set of atomic lattice planes in an 
~ndIvidual crystallite, and the blurring of such spots 
m cold.-worl~e.d polycrystalline metals may yield in
formatIOn of mterest. A study reported i.n 1940 by 
W. A. Wood and P . h Thorpe [5] on the bchavior 
of the crystalline structure of brass under slow and 
rapid cycli~ str esses showed no r ecovery of tangential 
spot blurrll1g on . the D ebye-ScheI'rer diffraction 
rmgs upon reversal of the static sLrains of the speci
mens. In 1953, however, ",V. A. Wooll and R. B. 
Davies [6] showed that i f the str ains were small 
enough, about 1 percent in copper, ther e was a 
partial recovery in the spo t blurring whell Lhe sLrain 
was r eversed. In the present sL udy, similar b ehavior 
was observed in the diffraction pat tern s from alumi
num, ~opp er , and st~el rods subj ected to torsional 
strall1ll1g. The set o( pattern s hom the copper rods 
at various stages in one cycle of strain maybe scen 
in figure 2. 

In 1951, A. J . R eiss, J. J. Slade, and S. Weiss
mann [7] described a method [or s tudying the brcadth 
of the reflecting range of individual crystallites in a ' 
polycrystalline perimen. Using a specimen with 
grams coarse enough that a spotty D ebye-Schel'rel' 
pattern was obtained, they r ecorded the stationary 
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FIGURE l. Set of transmission Laue patterns of large aluminum grain in specimen bent thl'ough 17~ cycles of plastic drformation. 
A. Annealed (zero position); B . positive bending; C. zero position; D. negative bend ing; E. zero position ; F . positive bending. 

pattern several times on the same film ; between ex
posures small discrete changes were made in the 
angular setting both of tbe specimen and of the film. 
Since that paper was published, S. '~eissmann and 
his coworkers have continued to refine the rather 
complex instrumentation and technique to contribute 
many studies based upon it [8], which were not 
concerned directly, however , with the effects of 
reversed plastic strain. 

C. S. Barrett [9] has described a scheme for rotating 
a film and off-center specimen together , "permitting 
the spread of a Laue spot in all directions without 
altering the wavelength of the reflected beam." In 
1954, E. Kappler and R. Mock [10] described a 
somewhat similar method for obtaining the range of 
reflection from a single crystal. Two diffraction 
patterns were called for in their procedures. First , 
the single crystal specimen was rotated and the 
diffractIOn pattern was r ecorded on a stationary film; 
and second, the diffraction pattern was recorded on a 
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moving film, which rotfttcs about tllO same aXIS as 
the crystal but at twice its angular velocity. The 
first pattern yielded data relevt\,nt to the range of 
lattice constant variation in th e cr-ystal; the second 
pattern related to the range of orientfttion. 

In recent years there have been several studies 
related to the problem of fatigue of metals , in which 
essentially ordinary D ebye-Scherrel' X-ray pattel'lls 
have been made of materials subjected to c~- cli c 
stresses. In 1957, a study was made by L. M. Clare
brough, ~. E. Hargraves, G. W. 'West, and A. K . 
H ead [11] on polycrystalline copper that had been 
reduced 25 percent by rolhng and then fatigued to 
fracture. High-angle dIffraction patterns were made 
during the COllrse of fatigue. At first the patterns 
showed very diffuse lines; but, as the fatiguing proc
ess continued, the lines grew sharper until the al- a Z 
doublet was clearly resolved. This phenomenon, 
sometimes called "work softening," has been reported 
by many workers, including T. Brown and R. K . 
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} ' IGUR E 2. H iyh-emyle X-ray diffract ion pattern s from copper 
rod at stages in one cycle of torsion. 

A . Annealed . zero twist; D. twisted clockwise 45°; C. twis ted counter-clockwise 
to zero position; D . twisted counter-clockwise to - 45°; E . twisted clockwise to 
zero position . 

distorted crystallite over which diffraction may 
occur, a special instrument, based upon the ideas 
of a double-crystal spectrometer , as may be seen in 
t he diagram in figure 3, was designed and built. 
Although the procedure developed was for t he meas
urement of the intragranular misorientation in 
coarse-grained polycrystalline specimens, it could 
be modified for work with single crystals. Shown in 
the photograph, figure 4, t he instrument , which might 
be called a monochromatic X-ray misorientation 
goniometer , was built around three essential parts: 
(1) A manually adju stable mount for a stationary 
first crystal, M , ordinarily a strongly diffract ing, 
monochromating single crystal ; (2 ) a motor-driven 
oscillating mount £01' a second cr.vstal, ordinaril.\~ 
t he polycrystalline specimen, S, und er study ; and (3) 
a film holder circle with its center co in cid ent wi th the 
axis of oscillation of the second crystal. The holder , 
F', might remain stationary or might 0 ciU ate s.\~n
chronously wi th t he specimen at the sam e angular 
velocity. In terchangeable film holders were pro
vid ed, one for a semicylindrical st rip film , t he other 
[or a small flat film. 1i[osL o[ the work was per
form ed with the latter , using dental film because of 
its single-layer emulsion and resolving power higher 
than that of the uSlllll X-ra.\T film . 

COPPER TARGET 

PL AN E UF CRYSTAL 

8' · 2 2° 32 ' 

I-lam [12), W. A. Wood and R. L. Segall [13], and 
M . L . Ebn er and W. A. Backof"en [14J. These st udies : r ± 11/ 2° OS CILLATION 

arc among t hose t hat emph asize t he need for quauti- l vL 
taLive study of indi vidual X -ray diffraction spots as J-
affected by reversed plas ti c deformation . MONOCHROMATED BEAM ---~ :1 

Altho ugh t he instrumen t and related procedure 
developed by Weissmann [8J and colleagues give the 
most complete information in this type of investiga
tion , it WH,s thought t hat a less complex method 
would suffice Jor the q uantitative determin ation of 
m isorien tation . The in terest ing effects of r eversed 
deforma tIOn do not appear to have been s t udied 
adeq uately in ~L quan titative mann er , so the emph asis DiFFRACTED BEAM 

in Lhis in vestigaLion W ,1.S on measurenwn ts of m is
orientation at different s tages of plastic s training, 
both for ward and reversed. 

2. Quantitative Measurement of 
Misorien ta tion 
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± I 112° / 
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! --; a - BRASS 

8: 21° 

FILM CASSETTE 

SPE CI ME N 

I n orc! er to 0 bk1.i n <1 m eas m e 0 f" t h e <L ngle 0 ( 111 is
orien tat ion, t hat is, the range o( orientation in the 

PIG URE 3. S chematic diagram of the monochromatic mis
orientation goniometer. 
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FI GUR E 4. Photogra ph of the monoclwomatic misorientation 
goniolneter. 

M. Monochromating crystal; S. monn tcd brass specimen; F . fl at-film holder; 
C. collimator; D . driving cam. 

In this discussion, the term "broadening" of a 
diffraction spot means an increase of radial distance 
on the film over which blackening occurs; that is, it is 
an apparent increase in the range of Bragg angle 
over which diffraction t akes place. M any factors 
contribute to the breadth of a spot in an X-ray 
diffraction pattern. Among the most important of 
these ar e (1) size of t he diffracting crys tallite, (2) 
lack of fin c collim ation, (3) lacJ{ of monochromatiza
tion, (4) randomly directed elastic strains of t he 
latti ce, and (5) micromisorientation. The first four 
factors, and possibl:v other instrumental factors, m ay 
all contribu te in varying degrees to the broadening 
or spots whether the film is stationary or oscillating 
with the specim en . Only, however , in t he latter 
case, thnt is, when the film is moving, does the fifth 
Jactor, misori entation , becom e important. By sub
t racting one-haH the average breadt h of many spots 
measured on a stationary film pattern from the 
average measured on a moving film pattern Jrom the 
same specimen , a figure is obtained that represen ts 
the misorientation broadening. The aver fLge breadth 
on t he stfLtion ary film m ust be divided by t wo because 
a linear distance on it corresponds to t wice the angle 
of diffraction as compared to the same distance on 
the moving film . 

In principle, t he goniometer could also be used to 
determine the aver age mierostrain , or range of atomic 
layer spacing, by comparing t he stationary film .spot 
breadths on the pattern from fLn annealed speCimen 
with the pattern from the plastically dd ormed condi
t ion und er study. It was observed, however , t hat 
this strain broadening was very small and probably 
within the limits of uncertainty in t he measurem ents. 
I t was not pursued in the present study. 

Sin ce the measurement of misorientat ion de
pended on the difference in broadening between 
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stationary and moving film pat terns, it was im
pOl'tant to minimize the broadening due to the first 
four factors listed above; this consideration in
fluenced many of the experimental det ails, including 
the choice of sample material. The met al used for 
the quantitative investigation was annealed alpha 
brass (70% Cu- 30% Zn) with an average grain di
ameter of 0.035 mm. This grain size was sufficiently 
large so that it did not cause "small particle" broad
ening, but small enough so that the quantity it 
added to t he "reflect ion breadth" (about 0.007 mm) 
was much less t han the probable error of measure
ment of spot broadening. X-ray examination of the 
m aterial indicated no preferred orientation. 

The broadening due to lack of collimation and lack 
of monochromatization was minimized by using 
copper radiation and a lithium fluoride mono
cln'omating crystal. The Bragg angle for t he strong 
(200) diffraction from this crystal is about 22W, 
while the diffraction angle for the (Hl) ring from 
alpha brass is about 21 °. Since these were the 
diffractions used in this study, t he diffracting planes 
in the monochromator and specimen could be set 
nearly parallel to each other. This setting mini
mized dispersion [15] in the X-ray bearn. The 
specimen was continuousl.v oscillated about t his 
position by a motor-driven, 3° cam mechanism. 
For comparable amounts or film density, exposure 
t imes for sta,t ionfLry film patterns were 6 hI' and for 
moving film patterns, 10 hI', except for some few 
special cases of very diffuse pat terns. D evelopment 
of the film s was carried out under as nearly constant 
conditions as practical. A t~Tpical pair of films, 
st ation ary and moving, is shown in figure 5. 
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FIGURE 5. A pair of patterns made with the monochromatic 
misorientation goniometer with eu l{", radiation showing the 
(1 11 ) and (200) diffractions from brass, which had been ex
tended 1 percent. 

A. Stationary film; B. moving film. 



The brass was received in 1 by % in. bars, from 
whi ch specimens 7% in. long, wjth a gage length of 
1.250 in . and a reduced cross section measuring 
0.625 by 0.373 in., were machined. Th ese dimen
SlOns were chosen so that a smgle specimen could 
be both plastically extended and compressed , could 
carry resistance wire strain gages n early an inch 
long, and could provide sufficien t test volume to 
allow the preparation for X -ray studies of three 
sections, with surface normals making angles of 
0, 45 , and 90°, respectively, with the axis of tbe 
applied load . It was desired to make observations 
on different sections in order to ascertain any dir ec
tio nal effects in the misorientation that nligh t occur 
due to the angle of the surface with respect to the 
axis of plastic deformation or due to the sign of the 

, deformation. 
The plastic extension was performed using T emplin 

grips; the plastic compression was made possible 
by the car eful machining of the ends of the pecimens 
and by t he use of massive steel guides around the 
specimen undergoing compression. The routine of 
the mechanical testing and str ain measurements, 
along with a discussion of the difficul ties that some
tImes arise becau e of false negative permanen t 
strains observed n,t small values of permanent set 
with resistance wire strain gages, ha been previously 
reported [16] . 

The sp ecimens from which the X -ray diffraction 
patterns were made were cut from the uniformly 
deformed gage length of the test sp ecimens, WIth 
the normn,ls to the surfaces to be polished each 
making a known angle, 0, 45, or 90°, with the axis 
of the n,pplied load. The sections were mounted 
without h eat in acrylic cemen t and car erull~- electro
polished until , as venfied by back-reflection X-ray 
diffraction patterns, all surface di sturbance was 
removed. 

On each diffraction film , 25 spots were measured. 
These were seleet.ed at random excep t that none 
was morc than 12° from tbe equatori al region so 
that any azimuthal correction could . be neglected 
and none was so ncar the edge of t he diffrn,etion 
band as to be obviousl~T incomplete. Their breadths 
were measured parallel to t he equatorial plane of 
diffraction on each pn,t tern with a traveling micro
scope of about four-power magnification, r eading 
directly to the nearest 0.01 mm. This type of 
diffuse spo t measurement requires considerable 
practice, and allowance must be m ade for subj ective 
factors, such as judgment of the edge of a spot, 
whell data taken by different observers are to be 
compared. 

From the difference between the n,vemge of spot 
breadths on the moving film and one·half the average 
on the stationary film, one obtained the con tribution 
to t.he broadening from the misorientation presen t 
wi thin grains in the polished surfaces of X-ray 
speCImens sectioned at each of the tlu'ee n,ngles 
specified above from the deformed test specimens. 
This misorientation is given in the da ta table. I t 
is difficult to state a meaningful value for the 
reliabili tr of these data; they were arrived at from 
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R esults of inl1"a(Jmnular miSOTienlalion measul'emenls 

Average misorientation 

State of plas tiC deformation 
45° Cross Longitu- Condi· 

Section section dinal tion 
section average 

------------1------------
Annealed initial cond ition ____ _____ ______ . _. _. _____________ . ______ _ 

- ------,--,-------------- - --

Net Cnmu-
Cycle position strain lativc 

strain 

Positive cycle % % HOD lief} Yfoo deg HOD deg HOD deg 
~(E) __ ____ ____ + 1 1 33 27 23 28 
Yz (E - C) ____ __ _ 0 2 l:j 12 10 12 
~ (E-C-C) __ . _ - ] 3 (;7 38 28 44 
1 (E - C- C- E) ___ 0 4 25 18 II 18 

---------------
l\,Tcgatil )e cycle 

Ji (C) ____ - 1 32 IS 28 26 
H(C- E). ___ 0 18 9 15 14 

---------------

L arge stra in , unidi rectional, 2.2 per-
cen t _ _ _ ____ _ __ ._____ _ __________ _ 150 

Proba ble error ill average about ± O.02°, except for case of 2.2 percent strain 
where it is a bout ± O.5O°. 

E - Extcndecll percent. 
C- Compressecl 1 percent. 

r eadings of t wo observers and involve several 
averaging procedures. A reasonable value for their 
significance is n, n average un certainty of about 
± 0.02 °, except for one seL of patterns made flJ ter 
an extension of the specimen of 2.2 pOl·cent. The 
spots on th e stationary fum patterns in this case 
were no t significan tly differen t from those observed 
on Lhe other stationary films and were measured 
in Lhe same manner. On the movin g film pat tern s 
from this specimen, however , the spots were so 
diffuse t hat they could not be measured even after 
prolonged expos ul"C. Only a visual estimate cOldd 
be made or their average breadth , which was 
abou t l.5 °. 

The average misorientation is plotted in fignr e 6 
as a function of the cumulative plastic strain for one 
cycle of 1 percent ampli tude. 

3 . Discussion 

The misorientation reported in the data table and 
on the graph is the average contribution to the 
breadth of the diffraction spots arising from the 
misorientation within the diffracting grains. The 
fact that a small amount was obser ved with the 
material in the initial condition indicates the sensi
tivity of the method, since the evidence or mechanical 
tests, metallography, and the sharpness of ordinary 
back-reflection X -ray patterns indicated t hat t he 
brass was well annealed . This m isori entation is 
actually the range of angle of the fmnily of atomic 
planes in the metal grain from whi ch difrraction 
takes place. Both plastic lattice bending and sma11-
angle fragmentation may contribute to this pot
broad ening factor; their effects Rre not separable 
by this technique. 

The maximum average values of misorientation 
were observed in specimens cut so that their surfaces 
made an angle or 45° with the loading axis. The 
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FIGURE 6. A veraye misorientation versus cumulative stTain 
fOT one cycle of plastic strain of 1 percent amplitude. 

directions of maximum shear stress were also at 45 ° 
t o t his axis. Because the angles of incidence and 
diffraction of the X-ray beam with respect to the 
polished surface were maintained equal, the diffrac
t ion planes (111 ) were parallel to this surface. 
The (111 ) plane is also the preferred plane of slip 
in t his material. H en ce, in the 45° section t he 
o bserved diffraction spots came from crystals in 
which th e angle between the slip plane and the 
maximum shear str ess could be as small as zero . 
Since the smallest angle b etween (111) planes is 
70°32' , in the diffracting crystals of the longitudinal 
and transverse sections the angle between the slip 
plan e and the direction of maximum shear stress 
co uld not be smaller than about 25° ; and it is signifi
cant that the misorientation observed in the latter 
cases was always smaller than that of the 45° speci
mens. These results emphasize the sensitivity of 
the method, and show that the lattice distortion 
of individual crystals in a polycrystalline matrix is 
r elated to their orientation . 

The partial recovery of the misorientation wit h 
r eversal of strain measured h ere in a quantitative 
manner is in agreement with those earlier qualit ative 
observations on X-ray diffraction patterns cited in 
t he introduction to this paper. These observations 
demonstrate that at least part of the lattice distortion 
is recoverable, and imply that, when the stress thau 
has led to the generation and flow of dislocations in 
a crystal is r eversed , at least part of the behavior 
of the dislocation system may also b e r eversed. 

The average values of misorientation, 0.26 ° and 
0.14°', observed in the t wo stages of thc negative 
half cycle (i. e., begun with compression), as compared I 
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to t h e values 28 and 12 for the corresponding stages 
of the positive cycle, are symm etric, as exp ected in 
VleW of the shear nature of plastic deformation by 
slip in Jace-cen tered cu bi c m etals. It was not felt 
necessary to carry the negali ve cycle any further 
under these circumstances. 

The lin ear in crease in the average r esidual mis
orientation at zero net strain is an interesting 
phenomenon. It indi cates a perman en t amount of 
disoroer not recoverable by reversal of stresses on 
the dislocation system and is perhaps ascribable to 
the capture of dislocations at permanent pinning 
points due to plastic lattice bending carried so far 
that dislocations in other slip planes are generated. 
It would then be expected tha t the r esidual mis
orientation 'would be associated with the cumulative 
work-h ardening of the metal, which Wood [17] 
found to increase nearly linearly with the firs t few 
cycles of reversed plastic deformation. Such a 
correlation is obscured by the r eversible mis
orientation a nd by th e Ba uschinger effect, but it is 
hoped that further investigation will clarify t he 
r elationship . 

The increase in misorientation when the uni
directional plastic strain \'las doubled was surprisingly 
large. It may reflect the increasing number of slip 
sys tems that must becom e active wh en individual 
crystals are forced to accommodate to the highly 
inhomogen eous strain in the polycrystallin e 
aggregate . 

4 . Conclusions 

The instrumen t and procedure described , while of 
only moderate complexity, permi t qu anti tative 
measurements of intragranular misorientation in 
polycrystallin e metals that are believed to be 
sufficiently precise for many purposes . Application 
of the technique to alpha brass specimens deformed 
in tension and compression showed that: 

(1 ) Misorien tation was highly sensitive to plastic 
deformation, the average valu e increasing from 0.06 
to 0.28 ° wh en t he annealed material was deformed 
plastically 1 percent. 

(2) A large part of the misorientation was elimi
nated wh en t he plastic strain was reversed. 

(3) The residual misorientation increased lin early 
with increasing cumulative strain. " 

(4) The misorientation measured on surfaces 
parallel to directions of maximum shear stress was 
larger tban that measured on surfaces eith er parallel 
or perpendicular to t il e loading a xis . 

The authors acknowledge t he cooperaJion of 
colle:lgues at th e National Bureau of Stand ards who 
made significant contribu tions to this investigation: 
in particular , A. N. Grear, who built the go niom eter, 
and H . E . Utech and P. D . Sarmiento, who assisted 
with the X-ray specim ens and patterns. 
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